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OFFICERS MESS
Being our first ever contribution to this
most notorious of magazines, one cannot help
feeling that perhaps we should not have risked
submitting anything at all.
However, by taking our lives in our hands,
(or careers as some might phrase it ).
Here
goes!
We can report though, that poor old Cpl
(Wall) Ruffell is now back on an even keel
(despite the kitchen floor) and is even fit to
give the Barman some hassle. This exchange
normally ends up with the barman storming off
to hassle the empty Wine bottles.
Good old Cpl Jeff is still faithfully
plodding along, and such is his dedication to
the Mess that when discovered bent over a pile
of paperwork one evening, had to be reminded
that he is now married and was allowed to go
home occasionally.
Cpl (Taff) Roberts is at the moment suffering
from shock (I gave him the day off yesterday).
He is also a little bit concerned about this
four day leave thing. He lives five days
journey away you see! (Come down from the
hills Taffy Bach)
We congratulate LCpl Mackenzie on his recent
promotion, even though he was heard to remark
that there were more pins in his ankle than
there were holding the Bedfordshire
Centrepiece together.
LCpl (Boss) Baines is still with us,
flipping his way merrily around the kitchen.
Doing a little bit here and a little bit there.
(We think i t 's the hat that does it ). And let
us not forget young Mussell, last seen sobbing
in the dining room over the fifth menue change
for supper that day.
The Mess Staff wish to convey their thanks
to the P1IC (you know, the Permanent Mess
Committee) for his most welcome assistance in
making the Mess more habitable. We'd never
have done it without you Sir.
(Or rather, we'd
never have done it i f you hadn’t made us).
I t has been brought to the cooks' attention
that there appears to be a dislike of Peas,
Spaghetti, Beans and Tomatoes at lunch time.
Having given the problem some considerable
thought it has been decided that the lunch
Menue will now consist of:
Pish Chips and Cabbage
Sausage Egg and Swede
Mixed Grill and Cauliflower
Chefs special of the day - CORNISH PASTY!

For those of you who are unaware of what
CRO stands for I will explain briefly.
C = Community = Organized political,
municipal or social body; body of people
living in same locality, or in layman's
terms something like BHQ.
R = Relation 3 = What one person or thing
has to do with another, way in which one
stands, or is related to another, kind of
connection or correspondence or contrast or
feeling that prevails between persons or
things, or in laymans terms what you do with
Wife, husband, girl friend, mistress etc.
0 = Office or Officer. The former is as in
Pay Office only we aint got no bread. The
latter is as in CO, Adjt or in our case Capt,
sir Jack, John, Walsh or just JJ. who happens
to be the CRO when he is not OC C Coy, OC
Walkabout, OC Orienteering or painting the
office out, going to parties, re-arranging
the office and filin g system etc, etc, etc, or
in laymans terms the ones you "salute" (NB in
uniform only).
To complete this short summary we the team
would like to make it clear that CRO does
not mean Completely Written Off and further
more we do not intend to Hijack any Mini
Buses because we know we will be issued one
or two by at least Nov 1979.
Any inquiries to this point contact JJ.

SOLVE THE RIDDLE
TO MY LONG SUFFERING WIFE
When you and I are forced to part
Shall trouble break your tender heart.
I in some distant land to roam
Lay down to die dreaming of home
All this to you I have to say
Night bids me go I cannot stay
With tender thought make up your mind
You shall in this a question find.
CAN YOU FIND THE HIDDEN QUESTION???
FIRST CORRECT ANSWER TO THE PUBLIC RELATIONS

NO PRIZES FOR GUESSING WHO THIS IS

OFFICE WINS £ 1.00

A LETTER FROM MUM

SIGNALS

Dear Son,
Just a few lines to let you know I 'm still
alive. I am writing this letter slowly
because I know that you can!t read fast.
You won't know the house when you come
home as we have moved. About your father. He
has a lovely new job, 500 men under him, he is
cutting the grass in the cemetery.
There was a washing machine in the new house
when we moved in, but i t ’ s not working too
good. Last week I put 24 shirts into i t ,
pulled the chain, and I have not seen the shirts
since.
Your sister May had a baby this morning, I
have not found out yet if you are an uncle or
an aunt.
Your uncle Dick drowned last week in a vat
of whiskey in the Dublin Distillery, Some of
his mates dived in to save him, but he fought
them off bravely.
We cremated his body, it
took three weeks to put the fire out.
Your father didn!t have much to drink at
Christmas. I put a bottle of caster oil in his
pint of beer and it kept him going until New
Year' s day.
I went to the doctor on Tuesday and your
father came with me. The doctor put a small
pipe in my mouth and told me not to open it
for ter minutes.
Your father offered to buy
it from him.
It only rained twice last week, first for
4 days and then for 3. Monday was so windy
that one of our chickens layed the same egg
4 times.
We had a letter from the undertaker
yesterday. He said if the last instalment
wasn’t paid on your grandmother within 7 days
up she comes.
Your loving mother,

Here we go again with Pronto tales
We said in the last issue that after
three hectic months in Bulford we had
started to settle down to a quiet life
in Palace Barracks.I think the Kremlin
must have read more into that than was
intended cos we haven't stopped since
it was printed.
We've had our share of movement
within the platoon since the last
issue, Cpl Pat Cavaliero has left us
to pursue his interest in C Coy (and
grow his hair longer). Cpl Matt
Lindsey has taken over from Cpl Roger
Martin who we welcome back into the
fold after an absence of ? years. We
also welcome two new members to the
platoon, Pte Phill Peartree and Pte
Gary Loveday.
We've had our first Pronto party
since I wrote last time and our thanks
go to Cpls Eddie Thorpe and Colin
Rouse for organising a very enjoyable
evening attended by some 80 Pronto's
wives and girlfriends and guests.
Other notable points over the last
months has been a very successful IRRU
Cadre which was only interrupted,
through the anniversary of internment,
for one day, two day's, three day's
I promise? Ops Officer we forgive you,
we know there is a bigger Kestral
somewhere, although we're not quite
sure if your version of his appointment
title would be accepted by 99 November.

WHATS ON TELLY IN DELHI
1200
1230
1300
1325
1345
1400
1500

P .S . I was going to send you £10, but I had
already sealed the envelope.
MESSAGE

CSM A COY wishes to thank CSM D COY for
ensuring the loose gravel has been swept
from outside his OCs office !

1605
1645

1740
1855

TENNIS NOTES

1930
2135
2230

Despite,or maybe because of the Netball
markings, the two courts next to the 30m
Range have been in constant use. The
enthusiasm, if not the expertise, has been
encouraging. All ranks are reminded that
rackets and balls are available to be signed
out from the Gym.

WINNERS
"WINNER OF LAST MONTHS SOLVE THE RIDDLE"
L/CPL BUTCHER. WINS £5.00

3 R Anglian V 13/18 Hussars
The Bn lost to the 13 /18th on 14 Aug by six
matches to three in the inter unit championship
We were represented by :
1st Pair Maj Veitoh/Maj Shervington Won 2, L
2nd Pair 2Lt MacELeny/2Lt Angiers
Won 1, L
3rd PairCapt Frenh/Pte Hodgson
tLost 3
Maj Buff

1
2

wasan impressive non playing reserve.

(See back page for more tennis)

ASIANWIDE
CURRY NATION STREET
GHANDI PANDI
PAKANORY
WATCH WITH BUDDAH
THE GHANDI WILLIAMS SHOW
AMIN CALLED IRONSIDE
CRAKER PAK
JOURNEY HINDU SPACE
SINGH SOMETHING SIMPLE •
THE MOHAMMEDAN LINE
PLEASE SAHIB (FILM) (NOT IN COLOUR)
BROWN PETER
ALLAH YESTERDAYS

(ANYONE WISHING TO KNOW THE ANSWER TO
THAT RIDDLE, CONTACT SGT MACKNESS IN
THE PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE)
WINNER OF LAST MONTHS CAPTION COMPETITION.
DMR COOPER . . . HIS CAPTION WINS £1.00.
("I SAY, MY GIRDLES KILLING ME WHAT")

SCOUTS
Having delved Into the archives I have found
that the Scout Troop recently formed in Palace
Barracks are the first ever Troop to take the
name of the 3rd. Bn The Royal Anglian (Pompadour)
Scout Troup.
So make this entry into your
History books: 6 June 1978 the 3rd Bn Royal
Anglian (Pompadour) Scout Troop formed. As a
second entry the following should also be
inserted:
On the evening of the 18th July 1978
Stephen Lane, Stephen Rowlands and Martin
McSherry were the first Scouts to be invested
into the 3rd Bn Royal Anglian (Pompadour)
Scout Troop. A third entry is as follows:
David Chapman formerly of the Boy Scouts of
America was reaffirmed into the 3rd Bn
Royal Anglian Regiment (Pompadour) Scout
Troop.
Good news for the under 8's and over 6
year olds. A pre cub training group starts
in September in the Community Centre commencing
at 5 . 00 pm to 6.30 pm. This will be run by
Mrs Denise Long. Any other interested Mums
or Dads, friends, Aunts or Uncles who would
like to lend a hand with the running of this
pre cub group (known as the Beavers) will be
more than welcome.
Well that is about all the dib dib dabbing
I can think of, probably see you in the next
issue.
from the Scout Group
John Owen GSL

THE NEWS
"THE TIMES"

Read
the people who
run the Country.

"DAILY MIRROR"

Read by the people who
think they run the
Country.

"GUARDIAN"

Read by the people who
think " THEY" ought to
run the. Country.

"MORNING STAR"

Read by the people who
think the country ought
to be run by another
Country.

" DAILY MAIL"

Read by the wives of the
people who run the
Country.

"FINANCIAL TIMES"

Read by the people who
own the Country.

"DAILY EXPRESS"

Read by the people who
think the Country ought
to be run as it used to
be run.

"DAILY TELEGRAPH"

Read by the people who
still think it "IS " their
Country.

"THE SUN"

Their readers don't care
who runs the Country
providing she has " BIG
BOOBS".

SLUG RACING
This thriving sport is unique to England
and more specifically to East Anglia.
Although not a universally acclaimed pursuit,
it has thousands of devoted followers all of
whom have one thing in common - their love of
slugs and sporting events. These two brought
together produce a truly remarkable spectacle
which, as some would have i t , combine the
best aspects of Formula One Racing and Coarse
Fishing - excitement and thrills in a peaceful
rural setting.
The intricate process of breeding a true
world beater is long and complicated and many
different attempts have been made. The
latest in a long line, as explained to me by
Arthur Slyme-Trale owner of the last World
Champion, Star of Cromer, involves crossing a
Lowestoft lovely with the rare Patagonian
purple. The aim behind this is to produce
a slug with the capability of high altitude
racing together with the dogged tenacity that
so
characterizes the British animal.
However, problems have occurred in that the
resulting beast has a peculiar tendency to leap
cut of the course into the Out of Bounds area.
This is put down to its Wild South American
nature and liking for Tequila.
Perhaps at this moment it would be useful
to explain at least the rules of the sport.
International rules dictate the use of a 1
metre courses including a 25 cm straight for
the sprint events. The course has a
staggered start and usually has six lanes.
The world record stands at a fantastic
1 hr 25 mins 03 secs. This truly phenomenal
time was set by that beautiful creature the
Star of Cromer, a slug that set new standards
of speed and endurance to marvel the world.
It is with the greatest regret that I have to
report the recent death of Star which occurred
whilst he was out on a training run. He
unfortunately ran under the wheels of a 40 ton
Juggernaut and has never been seen since. A
small bronze statue has been erected in.
Arthur Slyme-Trale's garden to commemorate
the passin g of this amazing creature.
Next week I hope to be discussing Hamster
coursing, a sport that is unique to the
Yorkshire village of Little Piddling-on-theMarsh.

23rd PSALM ( Br i t i s h

l e y l a n d v e r s io n

)

The Union is my shepherd, I shall not work,
It maketh me lie down on the job,
It leadeth me beside still factories,
It restoreth my Insurance Benefit.
Yea though I walk the shadow of increased
productivity,
I will feel no recriminations, for the Union
is with me,
Its restrictive practices and Shop Stewards
comfort me,
It prepareth a works committee for me in the
presence of my employers.
It annointeth my hands with pay rises,
My Bank Balance runneth over,
Surely Hire Purchase payments and Union dues,
Shall follow me all the days of my l if e ,
And I shall dwell in a Council House forever.

PR' PRIZE CROSSWORDA prize of £1.00 will be awarded to the
first correct solution picked out of the hat.
Send your solution to Bn Public Relations
Office.
Closing date Oct 15th 1978 .ACROSS

.
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9.
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14.
15.

.
.

16
18
22

.

23.
24.
25.

LAUGH

Of the Sea
To Steal Cattle
Kind of nail
Newly Married Man
Joined in Wedlock
Volcanic Dust
Late
Place of Bliss
Up to the Present time
Collector of Payment for Hireing
Instrument for discharging liquids
in a fine Spray
Abstain from Food
Soft and Porous
Whalebone

IN

After two weeks with the Bn a recruit was
accidentally put on a Bn gate guard when
a visit from the General was expected. After
ten minutes on the gate the RSM appeared and
said "You lad, i f you see the General I want
to know AT OUCE
Do you hear?
"Yes Sir! said the recruit.
Ten minutes later the RSM appeared again.
"Have you seen the General lad?
" ‘No Sir! said the recruit.
" Well DON'T FORGET as soon as you sec him
I WANT TO KNOW'.
This happened a further three times.
Shortly
after the third visit by the RSM a large
black car with a flag on the front pulled up
and a. large gentleman with a red band around
his hat alighted. The recruit propped his
rifle on the gate, went over and tapped him
on the shoulder. "Art thou the bloody General"
he asked. "As a natter of fact I am said the
r e d ha t .
W ell you had better bugger off and
hide, the RSM's looking for thee" .
When going through the customs a man
declared an exquisite model grand piano.
"Can
that thing be played ? asked the customs man.
At which the man produced from his pocket a
little man 12 inches tall.
The little man asked the customs official t
what he would like to hear. ’Beethoven's Fifth
was the request at which the 12" man sat at the
piano with a flourish of evening jacket tails
and gave an accomplished"performance.
"Fantastic! " said the customs man. "Where did
you get that lot?"
So the man said " I was crossing the road in
Dublin when I saw an old lady about to be
knocked down by a bus so I threw her out of the
way. She told me that she was the Queen of the
little people and that for saving her I would
have one wish which she would grant. It must
have been the language difficulty because I am
the only guy in the W
o rld with a 12 inch PIANIST

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
10.
11.
12.
13.
17.
19.
20.
21.

Study of Ancient Beliefs
Reclining
Glowing Coal
Wash Lightly
Not Top of Bottom
Secures
Horseman
Sleeping Vision
Better Position
Country
Bar
Literary Composition
Pulsate
End of a Prayer

WHICH ONE

SHE CHOOSE.?????

1st prize-a ride on Eddies bike!!

Having received the following signal we
have some doubts about posting soldiers to the
COP:

CHARLIE
COMPANY
An arm shoots from under the covers and
the hand gropes for the elusive button which
will silence the clanging bells of the alarm
clock. A pleasant thought occurs - the clock
is fifteen minutes fast. First check with my
watch - good - I was right fifteen more
minutes in bed. Hands behind his head this
unknown soldier reflects on the joys of last
night; perhaps I will see her again on
Friday i f the o l d ........... does not make it a
training day. With the help of his hands he
raises his head six inches off the pillows wonderful - no hangover. Time is up and like
a blind man he feels his way along the
corridor to the ablutions. The first sight
of his face in the mirror questions his
original assessment that he has not a
hangover.
However, he decides to go ahead and
shave this thing in front of him. Suddenly a
dark cloud passes overhead. It triggers a
sobering horrible thought - TODAY I AM ON
SECURITY PLATOON. Do not despair lads the
Kremlin have produced the new wonder, 24 Day
Cycle which will guarantee that you work no
more than 2 x 9 x 5 (2) hours per week.
But three months in Belfast seem much more
like six. The one way traffic system in the
City Centre is no longer a mystery. In
we will soon be the old hands as the last of
the four month units, who were operational on
our arrival, sail past the guardroom in a LSL.
It is even rumoured that some platoon
commanders are wearing their shiny new medals
on their pyjamas.
HQ Coy still manages to consume even more
soldiers. We wish Cpl Pascovitch, Thornton,
Worbey and Peartree good luck in their new
jobs and hope that Cpl Pascovitch will
continue to his warm relationship with IG0.
Peartree has been tattooed with a large 'C'
to ensure his return to the Coy in due course.
Worbey is under strict instructions to warn the
COS when the next batch of denims come into
the QM's stores.
Captain Walsh departed to
take over Community Relations but returned to
home ground for two weeks ip August.

FM:
TO:

NOR IRELAND
3 R ANGLIAN

DATE MAY 77 PD INSTANCES REPORTED OF BACON
SMELLING BAD AND UNFIT PD NO CONTACT TO BE
MADE TILL FURTHER NOTICE.
Ptes Stoner, Brummitt, Kirk and Mayes have
departed for civilian life .
Stoner is about
to become a GPO engineer and is pondering over
the complexity of V = IR. He should be on
strike by November. As some depart others
arrive. A particular welcome is made to
Andrew Morley, Tina Claire Cavaliero, James
Robert Eke and Craig Andrew Laughton. Master
Laughton regrets not being able to make the
group photograph but was awarded 28 days in
Dundonald. We also welcome to the Coy LCpl
Donavan, Ptes Woofindin, Christmas, Mardell,
Parker, Wooley, Reeve and also the return of
Hunable-Letch.
The preparations for our deployment to
Edenderry Field included the public address
system being fitted to the OC's Rover. On
seeing the loud speakers on top of the OC's
vehicle one soldier was heard to say "Ah that
must be the replacement for Woofindin" (this
soldiers name has been withheld for his own
protection).
The spectacle of the Orange
Order on parade made a pleasant change from
the daily proxy bomb at Moyard.
Several
soldiers volunteered to get lost having
observed one small boy being escorted by two
rather attractive RUCKBAGS to the RUC tent.
Other important events during this period
have been: Lt Crook getting his hair cut; the
OC inspecting 9 pl first after four months of
7-8-9; the find of half a rifle and one empty
case; the sight of Hay sleeping in an MFO box
having failed to find his bed; and the band
doing stags on the Main Gate.
Congratulations
to our RCT drivers for 3 months of safe travel
round Belfast.
To the cries of "have you physically
weighed them and which ones need to go to the
sauna" Lt Brown finally produced our boxing
team. Congratulations to our three finalists
LCpl Lee. Pte Ford and Pte White. Also to Sgt
Lund-Conlon for a hard fought win in the semi
finals.
We do feel that Pte Ford should have
been awarded an additional prize as the best
entertainer.

SIG SENT BY CHIEF CLERK
TO HQ NI
FOR ORD BR PD
OTX 171515Z MAY REF VACUUMS FOR MARRIED
QUARTERS PD LADIES THIS UNIT HAVING BEEN
DISAPPOINTED IN PAST BY SUCK OF CYLINDER
MODELS OPT FOR UPRIGHT ORGANS (?) UNLESS
CYLINDER MODELS ARE A GREAT I MPROVEMENT ON
THOSE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
BT
(THERES NO ANSWER TO THAT ONE ) (ED)

"I KNOW WE ARE UNDER STRENGTH
BUT THIS IS RIDICULOUS!!

DELTA
COMPANY
ANTI TANKS
During the past few weeks the Pl n have been
doing specialist training on the Conbat.
The Pl n are now trained on this weapon up to
a good standard • However we are now borrowing
two Wombats from the Green Howards as we
have a shoot at Netheravon in England early
next year. When we receive the Wombats,
training begins again for the younger
members of the Pl n who have not yet seen a
Wombat Towards the end of this year we are
running a short Cadre to train at least 18
more men from the rifle co ys.(if you are
interested in this type of work and would
like to go on the cadre,put your names into
your Coy office) Its hard and demanding work
but worthwhile.
For anyone who wishes to see what a Wombat
gun pit looks like,there is one in the woods
next to the assault course.
We would like this opportunity to say
farewell to L /Cpl "Bubbles" Marsh and Pte
"Nig"Knight who leave us at the end of the
month. Some go and some come. The Pln wish
to congratulate Cpl & Mrs Dave Wright on the
birth of their daughter Emma Jane.

A/Tank Pln Sgt, A sparrow amongst the crows!

SINGING (OR MINGING?????)

THE MORTAR PLATOON
Hello again.
Since we were last in the
Pompadour magazine we have had a few minor
incidents. First of all there is the
heroic rescue bid of C/S 41L, this is how it
happened. Whilst on patrol in the Ballymurphy
LCpl Chris Tweed noticed smoke coming from
a block of flats and thinking that this should
not be so, he informed Lt Andy Mason, who
then led the patrol to the front of the flats.
On arriving at the front of the flats they
were confronted by a woman who proceeded to
shout and scream at them. Pte Jock Wood,
the platoon interpreter, told them that she
was saying there was a pregnant woman in the
flat. On hearing this LCpl Chris Tweed and
Pte Stitch Pottle approached the door and
using a piece of squaddie logic opened it with
the use of the right boot. On rushing upstairs
they found nothing. Lt Andy M
ason and Pte
Jock Wood entered the kitchen followed by a
rather irrate woman and noticed a chip pan on
fire.
In all the commotion the woman had got
hold of some water and thrown it on the pan, the
she wondered why it flared up and nearly burnt
her hair off!
Eventually they got her out of
the house and tried to find the pregnant
woman. Whilst doing this they came under a
barrage of abuse and told to go away and
remember a few things like 1969 and Bloody
Sunday. They departed after a while and their
heroic rescue bid wasn't at all appreciated.
A while later in the day as C/S 41S were
about to leave the base to go on patrol Pte
Slim Jones met with an accident. A piece of
wire happened to be where he put his foot and
he was sent into the air and landed on his
rifle . On seeing how damaged his rifle was
Sgt Dave Smith called out "You will have to
pay for that". Pte Slim Jones replied "I'm
not paying for that, it was the wire’s fa u lt ".
The damage he was found to have caused was a
broken b u t t , 1 broken pistol grip,and various
pieces of twisted and bent metal parts.
However he wasn't made to pay for it and it
was put down to Operational Damage.
Condolences to Lt Paul Currell on his
serious injuries following an IRA Booby
Trap. We hope he recovers soon. Our
congratulations are due to Lt Mason on his
promotion to Capt. LCpl Duncan on his
promotion to Cpl and Pte Overton on his
engagement.

DRUMS
It has been a fairly successful month for
the Corps of Drums. The Four-A-Side Football
- A Team reached the finals but became
runners up to HQ ACC, the B Team reached the
finals which was an added bonus.
'The Platoon Commander (HULK) found the
strain too much over here and is now on a
Sailing Course. He has taken his leave after
the Course, so he should be back before
Christmas.
There is no truth in the rumour that the
graffiti on the toilet walls in the Security
Platoon was contributed by the Drums
Platoon especially the one about Picasso .
DRUMS TOP TEN
Is it because I'm Black
1.
Pte Lewis
Love is in the air.
2.
LCpl Harper

BAND NOTES
To spare their blushes I won't print the
letter that the Colonel received from one
of the top Directors of Music in the Army
but I will tell you that it was full of praise
for the Band for the professional way
they tackled the preparations and performances
for this year's Royal Tournament. It also
mentioned their high standard of deportment
and turn out. Needless to say the good
name of the Battalion was upheld by the band
in no uncertain way.
Our contribution to the Tournament was
always in a massed bands capacity, opening the
show with a grand processional fanfare, taking
an integral part in the massed infantry bands
dis p la y and being in Wellington’s band for the
mammoth finals of the Battle of Waterloo.
The picture below is of the band, massed with
the Duke of Edinburghs and composite Guards
band, marching past the GOC London District at
Home Guards Parade, during the preview
parade.

Fatty Bum Bum.
3.
Pte Willard
Its so easy to be sad.
4.
Pte Davison
Day Dreamer.
5.
Pte Davey
Jilted John.
6.
Pte Goodman
From Russia with Love.
7.
Pte Wasylyczyn
8.
Puppy Love.
Pte Sil burn
Grandad.
9.
Pte Gray
10. Kung Fu Fighter
2Lt Weigold
The Drums Platoon would like to say
farewell to Pte Lowey who is a great guy
and is joining the MT.
The platoon will
notice he has gone and the MT will soon
find out he has arrived.

GUESS WHO
DO YOU KNOW THIS FACE ?

A MEMBER OF
THE BATTALION
FOR MANY YEARS,
THIS PICTURE
TAKEN 20+ YEARS
AGO WITH LOTS
OF CURLY HAIR,
(NOTICE T
H E LIP)
IF YOU KNOW HIM
SEND YOUR ANSWER
TO THE P.R OFFICE
ASP, AND WIN
£ 1.00 (First name
out of the hat wins
(CLUE where has a ll
the hair gone!!)

During the three weeks of the show we gave
two performances every day with the exception
of Sundays, and even on the first Sunday we
were the picquet guard for Earls Court! Also
we were selected as the guard of honour for
HRH The Princess Margaret, cur deputy Colonel
in Chief, when she came to a performance.
Who said band tours were cushy?
Prom Earls Court we went straight into
rehearsal and performances for Colchester
tattoo, for which we again received an
excellent report, this time from. GOC Colchester
Garrison.
Some personnel changes in the band since
the last 'Pompadour' . We sadly say goodbye to
Martin Greenwood who, after nineteen years
with the band, is being posted to the Depot as
an instructor at the Queens Division Junior
School of Music. Thankyou Martin for
everything and good luck for the future to
you, your wife Jean, and the children.
We welcome Sgt Bob Freydanck who has joined
us from 2 Queens. He is a first class coronet
player, and has a great sense of humour
(always an advantage in the band) and I am
sure he will be a great asset to us.
We all hope he will be happy with his new
environment and wish that he could have
brought us some more sunshine than he did

------ COOKS CONTRIBUTION-------It takes the human body approximately
36 hours to convert food into waste:
In our kitchen it takes two.

" OH WELL DONE SIR"

GOOD GAME, GOOD GAME.

HIS CATCH

THEIR CATCH

CATCHING PLATOON
WINNERS OF THE FOUR A SIDE FOOTBALL

POMPADOUR WIVES NETBALL TEAM
INTERESTED, THEN CONTACT MRS LIN
SPEAKMAN ON HOLYWOOD MIL 5121 ex 283

The Editor wishes to thank all those who
have contributed towards this issue,
Unfortunately I have had to omit or out
out some articles due to limitation in
s iz e . Remember, it is your magazine, so
send in your next months articles NOW.

FINAL NOTE
Remember what Field Marshall Montgomery
said !!
TO BECOME A GOOD OFFICES, YOU MUST TAKE
CARE OF YOUR PRIVATES !!!!!

2nd Edition

September 1978

ALL POMPADOURS
By general agreement the first edition of
Pompadour 1978 was well received and I would
like to begin by thanking all who contributed,
in whatever way, to its composition and
production. Although I have written these
notes before this current edition was
compiled the Unit Press Officer tells me that
to date the standard of material being
produced is again good and there is no shortage
of subscribers. Keep it up.
The Battalion has now completed the span of
a four month tour so we can perhaps regard
ourselves as "old hands". Luckily, during the
course of the past four months, the situation
has been generally quiet. But never forget
that this is the direct result of many years
of determined and imaginative operations by
both Roulement and Resident Battalions, and
that the IRA can still carry out, albeit less
frequently, effective operations. So whilst
the surface of the pond appears calm for most
of the time there is still activity beneath
the surface.
It is therefore up to us all to
maintain a 100% effort all the time when
deployed into Belfast, whilst providing
security for palace Barracks or on any other
operational task. I am certain you are all
fully aware of this requirement, and the
experience of 5 PI and the injuries sustained
by Mr Currell are an object lesson to us all.
Never forget that our task here is not
complete until the last Godfather, gunman and
bomber in the IRA is identified, charged with
his criminal activities, tried by due course
of law and, i f found guilty, sent to prison
f or those criminal activities.
On the domestic front I would like to take
this opportunity to thank all ranks of the
battalion and those wives and families who
have already done so much to ensure that all
fa c ilit ie s , both sporting and social, available
in Palace Barracks have even at this early
stage realised their full potential. These
activities are all vital to the smooth running
and high morale of any Battalion.
Finally I am sure you will all join me in
wishing Paul Currell a speedy return to health..
He has shown great courage and determination
so fa r, and i f anybody has the right attitude
to master and minimise any residual disability
he certainly has. His spirit and tenacity
have been an example to us all.
Lt Col Bill Dodd MBE

THE COLOURS

BLOW IT!!

SHOW IT !!

Commanding Officer

THROW IT !!

ALPHA
COMPANY
The PI notes speak for themselves, and. there
is little for Coy HQ to add.
1 pl have not yet
had anything as exciting as the lavatory brushes
'fin d ' mentioned in the previous issue. After
the Internment fiesta some members of 2 pl
needed them especially after their genuine
'crack and thump' demonstrations; however they
returned to the Palace Barracks MUF range
instead.
3 pl remain banished to Bawnmore.
We tried to fire the Tickle shoot three
times on the Divis Ranges. The first was
abandoned due to a gale force cross wind; the
second due to the same wind plus torrential
rain; and the third due to thick mist. All
this in mid summer. We eventually fired it at
Ballykinlar and the results were as laughable
as a Tickle shoot should be.
The Coy Comd has written the Annual Reports:
no prizes for guessing the soldiers who were
described: Pte A: Id le , scruffy and unreliable he has
none the less shown a marked improvement from
last year.
Pte B: In summary he is a nice guy who,
when working at peak efficiency, only just
manages to keep his head above water.
Pte C: He is so bright that he just
realised being C of E means he is a Prot.
On the sporting side we congratulate
ourselves on winning the Inter Coy Boxing,
and hang our heads over our Tug of War
performance. And well done Coy HQ
on
winning the Coy .22 shooting competition.

1 PLATOON
Since the last notes the Platoon has
settled well into their roll in Northern
Ireland. As most of you who will be reading
these notes will know the attachments can
become pretty repetitious.
It is difficult
to keep every one going. We have managed to
discover a few hidden talents within our ranks.
As an example, we have Pte Leggett who has
developed the art of grunting and has
Instructed all ranks in this art, including
the Company Commander. We have also
discovered a poet in our midst and there is an
example of his work at the end of these notes.
Work wise we have been kept pretty busy with
most of our deployments being done at Moyard.
Each time we go there it presents us with a
different challenge. This helps to keep us
on our toes.
Looking into the future we are
getting ready for the Grade 1 board, which most
of the lads are hoping to pass.
We have had some really good news this month,
I am sure you will all join me in congratulating
LCpl Hillier getting an 'A ' Grading on his
Junior Brecon course.

PATIENCE

Patience is a virtue. When we arrived in
Palace Barracks the tennis courts behind the
MT garages were out of order as their surface
was unplayable (having previously been laid
upside down), court markings were incomplete,
and the surround wiring was broken down.
Four
months later the courts are still out of order
ut progress has been made. The surround
b
wiring has been replaced............... unfortunately
DOE regard resurfacing as a lower priority and
there is now no money available. Oh! yes, and
there is no white paint to re-mark the
unplayable surface,
Winter is now approaching
30 maybe next spring (and a new financial
climate) the courts will be re-surfaced. But
then the workmen will have to remove the new
wire in order to re-surface and white paint
wi l l still be unavailable as the helicopter
pads (and pads and pads) on the Bn square will
need re-touching (or is it touching - up?).
So in 1979 we can look forward to: " surface + no wire + no marking"
developed from 1978' s
"no surface + wire + no marking"
We wonder what the combination will be in

1980!

SANGAR

DUTIES

Now you are in,
And all alone,
No one to talk to,
Froze to the bone.
Unless theres a heater,
Thats been installed,
There is no carpet,
Wall to wall.
No glass in the windows,
No bolt on the door,
Just old boot prints,
Over the floor.
Pace round and round,
To and fro,
Not even a dog,
A oat or a crow.

NOT STEW AGAIN

2 PLATOON
Tonight on Ulster TV, Episode 13 of'
BLOCKHEAD a down to earth tale of life in
the modern army, as shown by the men of
2
platoon.
The Story so f a r ........ .
The gallant men of
2 platoon, given the
task of solving the Northern Ireland problem
by the end of the series, have settled down to
the day to day routine of Army life in Ulster.
But the pressure has already begun to tell Sgt Pitstop Pacey, under immense strain,
allowed his frustration to show by wrecking a
bus, a black taxi and a lamp post in an orgy
of motorised vandalism,
In the third episode,
viewers saw the Platoon search team (played by
the Nolan sisters) in action in the Bass
Brewery. In this highly skilled operation
Ptes Wignall and McCarthy succeded in
uncovering three unopened bottles of Pale
Ale. Other searchers, Messrs Howlette and
Tebbutt, missed one episode of BLOCKHEAD to
make a guest appearance in the Onedin Line, on
a four day pleasure cruise to Scotland and the
Isle of Man.
In last weeks episode the Platoon went
into action in Belfast, although regular
viewers will have missed the star of the
show, Sgt "Jacko" Dexter who did not film on
location as he was detained backstage at the
studios. Perhaps the scenes showing the
Platoon Commander, Lt Davy Clements with co
stars Fish "Ponds" Brandon and Bullets Brewer
taking cover as bullets whistled around their
fe e t, and Pte James Bond returning fire at a
mysterious gunman in a darkened street were a
lit t le unrealistic as everyone knows that
nothing like that happens in Belfast these
days. Look in for next months thrilling
episode.

3 PLATOON
Unsure as to whether or not what was once an
enjoyable deployment has become a punishment
posting, 3 Pl still finds itself at Abbotscroft,
albeit in a reduced capacity. We are looking
forward to rejoining the Company in early
September. Handing over to the UDR platoon has
been slow progress, but there has been
considerable progress since our arrival there.
Prior to Sgt Watson's departure on leave,
Cpl Buckley was seen to be putting in some
practice for taking on the job of PI ASgt
(mostly from a reclining position! ) There have
been very few incidents in the area, and all
of them were minor. However, on investigating
a car with a suspicious package on the front
seat, Felix was tasked. Upon his approach to
the vehicle he was joined by LCpl Muttley
(platoon dog, promoted 9th July 7 8 , Authority
IMRO) . Felix was not impressed by the intrepid
Muttley who, having urinated on the car's
wheels, received much abuse from Felix.
Unperturbed' Muttley continued to assist Felix
by sniffing all round the car. A local
resident was heard to comment. "Amazing what
they teach these dogs to do nowadays" to a
smiling Cpl Buckley, who, naturally, made no
answer.

NOW YOU KNOW WHERE COY POLICY IS DISCUSSED
We thank Cpl Roberts (our cook for most of
our deployment) for his hard work in far from
ideal conditions. We must assure him that the
investigation as to who it was who locked him
in his kitchen late one night is still
continuing. This caused him to seek freedom
by climbing through a window, which in turn,
led him to fall quite painfully onto the
tarmac. His nickname is now 'Crunchy' and
not 'Grumpy'.
The UDR bar is popular despite the fact that
we don't consume alcohol, and we hope Pte
Johnson is enjoying himself with "Big Lena".
Finally, the pl wishes Sgt Watson the best
of luck for when he starts off in civvy st.
We advise him, however, to give up all hope of
becoming a professional punter and keep his
racing 'tips' to himself should he wish to

HUMOUR
It has been discovered that the only
reason for Ireland having Irishmen and
Australia having Kangaroos is that Australia
had the first choice.
.
_________________

There was the human cannonball who retired
and the show packed up as they could not find
a man of the right calibre to replace him.

" I only asked i f I could change my leave"

BRAVO
COMPANY
4 PLATOON
The platoon now has its feet firmly planted
in Ulster, being able to field five bricks with
the much appreciated help from the RCT drivers.
Lt Tim Page has now been loose on the streets
for some time, (not that sort of loose) under
the watchful eye of Sgt Johnny Barnsdale.
The platoon would like to squash all
rumours about 21L having its own Air Corps,
21L does occasionally see Belfast with a birdseye view.
I f there are any apprentice pick-pockets
watching, listening or reading, 21L has in the
past been very good for morale to the trainee.
We would all like to congratulate LCpl Smith
and Pte Armstrong on their promotion to Cpl
and LCpl. Also welcome back from Warminster
Cpl "Tasty" Mills and Ptes Woody Mathews and
Penguin Davenport from elsewhere in the
Battalion. Plus from the Mothercare finishing
school Ptes "Jube" Juby, Croager, "Tomo"
Thomas and De-Meyer.
A Short Crossmaglen Episode
After waiting to board the choppers for
what seemed like ages (afterwards we found out
it was much longer) off we went and soon
arrived at our pre-arranged destination ready
for nearly anything.
Digging in started with the usual party
atmosphere which was shattered as soon as
solid granite showed up!!
The reason we were told to dig in was
because the Irish might launch an air strike
at any time. We then found out that as their
strike power had been sadly depleted of late
the enemy were more likely to try and annoy
us in other ways.
Numerous patrols wafted their ways around
the areas bumping into trees and into other
callsigns along the way, but more often than
not finding the only "bog" in a ten mile
radius. There were no public conveniences.
After 48 hours of exposure to the elements
and extreme hardships suffered by all (as
can well be imagined) we had to leave our
chosen spot, covering up what we had previously
left uncovered.
Via chopper lift we soon arrived back at
Bessbrooke and so on to Palace Barracks where
we had a day off in which some members tried in
vain to wash t h e ............. from their bodies.
Others, determined to get clean sheets the
following day went straight to bed, eerggh!
We all soon settled back into normal routine
once the smell had become less nauseating.

We've had quite
hectic time since the last
issue of the magazine, and it is with regret we
say goodbye to Lt Paul Currell. We send our
sincerest regards and wish him very well.
Now we have a special note for the remainder
of the Coys. The 5 pl passing in test paper is
to be changed and made easier, as people
wishing to join have failed, and are complaining
the test was too hard.
(I f we drop the standard
any lower anybody would be accepted). 5 pl
would also like to end the rumour that dogs
are being put down rubbish shutes in the flats.
(Only cats). Watch out, Lovedays about.
Seagull, on inspecting Pte Brook's hair
informed him he had a square neck. But was
aghast at the r eply "so have you, S ir ".
This
he could not believe, so witnesses were brought
in. There it w a s , a beautifully barbered Boston,
Then, vroomfff, he was gone. Mr Joya is now
selling burgers, mucker.
The pl spent the anniversary of internment
on the 8, 9, 10th of August at Hastings St.
But somebody tipped off PIRA that we would be
there so they suspended Ops in that area for
three days. The volunteers were told to take
a low profile.
While at Hastings St. our famous Tuffty
gave a recital of Winnie the Poo to a select
few in the Ops Room. Ugh!
Rumour has it that a small bird has been
seen hovering in the Coy's location.
It seems
to prefer 5 pl lines. Various experts have
been called to identify i t .
LCpl Harris has
tentatively suggested that i t is a "Buzby"
although the light blue plumage worn around
the head, first noted by Pte Couldridge, has
confused others.
A suggestion that this is a new species of
"platoonous commandus" has been made by Sgt
Orton who has been seen partaking of social
intercourse. There is no truth in the rumour
that a reward of £3 has been offered for a
positive identification of the newcomer.
The platoon would like to welcome two new
recruits to its ranks Ptes Keegan and
Nightingale and hopes’ they soon settle in.
Thats it for this issue. Keep your heads
down and we hope to write some more notes in
next months mag.

6 PLATOON

" HELLO 0 THIS IS 2 2 ,CROWD OP PADDIES
THROWING CANS, OVER.
" 0 , SEND DESCRIPTION, OVER
• 22, 3 COKE, 2 BAKED BEANS & A
SARDINE CAN , OVER.
Inevitably for a Platoon working in Northern
Ireland, "The Big Six" has had a busy time since
the last issue of this illustrious magazine. On
the strife torn streets of Belfast the soldiers
of Six have been working very hard (so that
certain roulement units can stand down) and
have been involved in numerous searches, (Cpl
Hack wishes it to b e kn o w n that he only kicks
front doors in i f
absolutely necessary)
and lifts but alas no
really serious aggro.
Private "Bionic
Turtle" Humphreys has
established himself
as the king of the P
check. I mean to say
its very important
that we know the
colour of people's
socks, how many
sugars they take in
their tea, when they
la s t had a bath and
on •
I ' m warning you for the last time!
WHATS YOUR NAME AND HOW DO YOU SPELL IT . ???
Off the streets there have been a f e w
notable events, the most astounding being the
QM's getting some new kit for the front line
soldiers! We were all very impressed with the
new "Spearhead" series on Television and the
way that "Jacko" handles things - but was it
true to life we wonder?? We made ourselves
even more popular with the CSM by changing the
leave plot a couple of times,
three platoon
commanders couldn't find the main body of the
Company in the Mourne Mountains and our
Clockwork Soldier, LCpl Dowlingfreturned from
Brecon.
Finally we all extend our warmest wishes to
Lt Currell and wish him a speedy return to an
active and full life .
Having said that he
will have to leave those nurses alone and
conserve his strength!

MOLAR MINUTES
Since our last mission much has happened,
Pte " Boltneck" Richardson sometimes known as
"Herman" by the QM's staff has been posted
to the RCT and Pte "Jock" Tierney well known
supporter of "Alley's Tatum Junkies" has
proceeded to take over the Arms Store and chief
tea fetching duties. Pte "Cabbage (I'm not
asleep or spotty!)" Green has managed to sit
on his glasses and can be recognised as the one
reading the "Sun"
inches from. his nose.
The undoubted highlight of the past months
activities has been a certain operation
involving the whole Company. For this such
wonderous items as flasks, Bergens and
Waterproofs DPM were supplied to everyone by
the QM's via CSgt Black Bill (have you signed
for that?) Dowling. Once all were kitted out
and armed to the teeth we set out for a three
day trip in the country. It is noted that Coy
HQ' s orbat read as follows: Major (Tufty) Cornish - I/C Spare Battery
Carrier.
Capt (Oddball) Otter - 2I /C Water Carrier
(a full jerry can shades of Gunga Din!)
W02 John (The Hulk) Fisk - 3I/C Gunner
IWS man.
CSgt (Black B ill) Dowling - Marker Panels,
Batteries and IWS man.
Cpl (I'v e got ears) Martin - Radio and Spare
Batteries.
Pte (Pretty Boy) Johnson - Radio and Spare
Batteries.
Pte (Th e Stud) Stuart - Radio and Spare
Batteries.
Pte (I should be driving) Hicks - General
spare kit and yes you've guessed Spare
Batteries.

